In Fig. 1 of this Letter, prime symbols were erroneously included in some labels in panels c and d. In the bottom section of panel c, in the diagram beneath 'SST self-assembly' , the labels w2a′, w3a′, w4a′ and w5a′ should read w2a, w3a, w4a and w5a, respectively. Similarly, in panel d, the labels w2a′ and w3a′ should read w2a and w3a, respectively. Additionally, there were some omissions in the Acknowledgements: R. Schulman should have been thanked for experimental advice, and R. Hariadi for contributing to preliminary designs for algorithmic self-assembly by SST. Finally, in Supplementary Figs. 8 and 9 , the rightmost labels s should read s′, and on page 64 of the Supplementary Information a citation to Telser et al. 
